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Abstract

Study objective—To determine whether self reported heights and weights from Scottish adults can provide an accurate assessment of obesity prevalence in the population.

Design—Standardised clinic measurements of weight and height were compared against self reported values on a postal questionnaire in the fourth Scottish MONICA cross sectional study.


Participants—A total of 865 men and 971 women aged between 25 and 64 years.

Results—Men and women under-reported their weight by a mean (SD) of 0.63 (3.45) kg and 0.95 (2.64) kg respectively, and their height by a mean (SD) of 1.3 (2.50) cm and 1.7 (2.37) cm respectively. Estimated body mass index, BMI (kg/m²) varied from true (measured) BMI by +0.19 (1.40) for men and by +0.17 (1.34) for women. The only age/sex group in which BMI was under-estimated from self reports (mean 0.2) was the 55–64 year old women. Prediction equations that explained 90% (men) and 88% (women) of the difference between self reported and measured height included age and self reported weight. The equivalent prediction equations for weight explained 93% of the difference between self reported and measured weight for men and included smoking and diabetic status, while for women 96% of the variance was explained with no further variables being significant. Sensitivity and specificity for determining clinical obesity (BMI≥30) were 83% and 96% respectively for men, and 89% and 97% for women.

Conclusions—This Scottish population was unique in the under-reporting of height as well as weight, which resulted in BMI estimates with low error. These data suggest that self reported weights and heights would be satisfactory for the monitoring of obesity prevalence in Scotland.

Knowledge of height and weight in a population is relevant to general health and nutrient status, specific obesity assessment and risk of other diseases. Self reported height and weight provide a cost effective assessment of these variables and thus have been used in numerous epidemiological studies and in other contexts. In Western society, thinness and tallness are generally seen as ideals. This may, at least partly, account for the general finding of under-reporting of height and over-reporting of weight in studies. This has led to under-estimation of body mass index, kg/m² (BMI), the most commonly used measure of obesity, and consequent lack of confidence in this approach for assessing obesity prevalence.

The validity of self reported weight and height had not previously been reported in a Scottish population, and neither had possible sub-population biases relating to smoking and ill health been considered in conjunction with age, gender and BMI. These issues are considered here, using data from a large, random population sample: the fourth Scottish MONICA survey of 1995.

Methods

The MONICA Project was an international collaborative study of trends and determinants of cardiovascular disease. The fourth Scottish MONICA survey of 1995 consisted of 865 men and 971 women aged 25–64 who were randomly sampled from the lists of general practitioners serving the north Glasgow catchment population. The response rate was 63% in men and 62% in women. Those participating were sent a postal questionnaire (Personal Health Record) to complete and were invited to attend at a screening clinic. The questionnaire was sent out two weeks before the clinic appointment date. Ethics approval was granted by the relevant committees and informed consent was obtained from each participant.

The Personal Health Record included questions on current height and weight (instructions: minus shoes and in light indoor clothing), as well as a wide range of sociodemographic, medical history, dietary, physical activity and tobacco consumption questions. At a clinic, height and weight were measured according to a standard protocol by a team of trained nurses, and a blood sample was taken. Height was measured, without shoes, to the nearest centimetre, using a stadiometre (Holtain, UK) that was checked daily for accuracy. Weight was measured, without shoes and heavy outer garments, to the nearest 0.1 kg, using scales (Seca, Germany) that were calibrated between each weighing with...
Table 1  Summary statistics by gender

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Men</th>
<th>Women</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Number†</td>
<td>Q1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Height (cm)</td>
<td>865</td>
<td>168</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Self reported (H)</td>
<td>819</td>
<td>165</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Difference (H = H_self - H_M)</td>
<td>819</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% difference (100*H_self/H_M)</td>
<td>819</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weight (kg)</td>
<td>861</td>
<td>69.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Self reported (W)</td>
<td>783</td>
<td>69.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Difference (W = W_self - W_M)</td>
<td>779</td>
<td>-1.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% difference (100*W_self/W_M)</td>
<td>779</td>
<td>-1.7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2  Mean (SD) height, weight and body mass index by 10 year age group

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Height (cm)</td>
<td>174.0 (7.9)</td>
<td>173.3 (7.4)</td>
<td>171.5 (5.8)</td>
<td>170.9 (6.5)</td>
<td>&lt;0.0001</td>
<td>161.7 (6.6)</td>
<td>159.8 (6.2)</td>
<td>159.5 (6.2)</td>
<td>157.7 (5.8)</td>
<td>&lt;0.0001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Self reported (H)</td>
<td>172.7 (8.4)</td>
<td>171.6 (7.4)</td>
<td>170.1 (6.0)</td>
<td>170.3 (6.4)</td>
<td>0.0006</td>
<td>159.7 (7.0)</td>
<td>158.6 (6.7)</td>
<td>157.6 (6.7)</td>
<td>156.9 (5.9)</td>
<td>&lt;0.0001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Difference (H = H_self - H_M)</td>
<td>1.6 (2.5)</td>
<td>1.9 (2.9)</td>
<td>1.0 (2.1)</td>
<td>0.7 (2.4)</td>
<td>&lt;0.0001</td>
<td>2.1 (2.4)</td>
<td>2.0 (2.2)</td>
<td>1.7 (2.3)</td>
<td>0.9 (2.4)</td>
<td>&lt;0.0001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weight (kg)</td>
<td>77.4 (13.6)</td>
<td>79.8 (14.4)</td>
<td>79.2 (14.1)</td>
<td>78.7 (13.4)</td>
<td>0.36</td>
<td>64.6 (13.8)</td>
<td>67.1 (14.2)</td>
<td>69.0 (14.8)</td>
<td>68.4 (14.4)</td>
<td>0.003</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Self reported (W)</td>
<td>76.8 (13.0)</td>
<td>78.7 (14.0)</td>
<td>78.4 (13.1)</td>
<td>78.3 (12.9)</td>
<td>0.52</td>
<td>63.2 (12.7)</td>
<td>66.0 (14.2)</td>
<td>67.6 (14.2)</td>
<td>66.5 (13.9)</td>
<td>0.006</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Difference (W = W_self - W_M)</td>
<td>0.5 (3.5)</td>
<td>0.6 (3.7)</td>
<td>0.4 (3.9)</td>
<td>0.8 (3.4)</td>
<td>0.69</td>
<td>0.9 (2.7)</td>
<td>0.6 (2.9)</td>
<td>0.8 (2.1)</td>
<td>1.4 (2.8)</td>
<td>0.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Body mass index (kg/m²)</td>
<td>25.5 (7.2)</td>
<td>26.6 (4.4)</td>
<td>27.0 (4.5)</td>
<td>26.9 (4.0)</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>24.7 (5.1)</td>
<td>26.3 (5.4)</td>
<td>27.5 (5.9)</td>
<td>27.4 (5.4)</td>
<td>&lt;0.0001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Self reported (W_M)</td>
<td>25.6 (3.4)</td>
<td>26.7 (4.5)</td>
<td>27.2 (4.3)</td>
<td>26.9 (3.8)</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>24.9 (4.8)</td>
<td>26.4 (5.6)</td>
<td>27.2 (5.8)</td>
<td>27.1 (5.4)</td>
<td>&lt;0.0001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Difference (W_self - W_M)</td>
<td>-0.3 (1.3)</td>
<td>-0.4 (1.5)</td>
<td>-0.2 (1.6)</td>
<td>-0.0 (1.4)</td>
<td>0.002</td>
<td>-0.3 (1.3)</td>
<td>-0.4 (1.3)</td>
<td>-0.3 (1.2)</td>
<td>0.2 (1.5)</td>
<td>&lt;0.0001</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

†Sample size varied because of missing values; Q_i, quartiles; *p=0.0002; **p<0.0001 signifi of differences between measured and self reported values by paired t test.

a 5 kg weight. Screeners were routinely tested for competence in height measurement by a senior nurse, who was responsible for adherence to the standard operating procedures.

The differences between measured (true) and self reported height and weight were assessed separately for each sex and the significance of the differences assessed by paired t test. Within sex group, these differences were compared to a range of variables, thought to have a possible effect on recording accuracy. These variables were age, special diet (none/slimming/other), self report of medical diagnoses of myocardial infarction (MI) and diabetes mellitus, smoking status (current/ex/never) and serum cotinine (objective measure of current tobacco consumption\textsuperscript{15}). Socioeconomic status assessed in three ways (manual/non-manual occupational social class\textsuperscript{16}; school versus further education attained; housing tenure as owner-occupier or renter) and physical activity by thirds of the physical activity ratio (PAR, questionnaire-based assessment of energy expenditure expressed as a multiple of calculated basal metabolic rate\textsuperscript{16}). Statistical analyses were carried out using general linear models, after first confirming that normal assumptions were justified.\textsuperscript{16}

Prediction equations were computed for height and weight using self reported height and weight and all the prediction variables considered above. Separate model fitting exercises were carried out for men and women. When deriving the prediction equations for height and weight a 10% rather than a 5% level of significance was taken to protect against missing important effects. This can occur when the sample is very unevenly distributed, as occurred in some situations here. Any variable that was not significant (p > 0.1) in the presence of the others was dropped from the model.

Results

Table 1 shows the summary statistics for the height (m), weight (kg) and BMI (kg/m\textsuperscript{2}) variables by sex group. Sample size variation occurred when missing values were present. Both men and women tended to underestimate their height and weight. In percentage terms, there was a similar degree of error in each. The net result was that the mean estimated BMI (from self reported weight and height) was slightly greater than true BMI: by 0.19 and 0.17 of a BMI unit for men and women respectively. The overall degree of error from self reporting was small: between 0.6% and 1.3% in the six cases shown in table 1. Histograms, which illustrated the differences between measured and self reported height and weight, have been published in abstract form.\textsuperscript{17}

Table 2 shows differences between measured and self reported height, weight and estimated BMI by 10 year age group. Although there was no systematic trend by age, the oldest people (55–64 year olds) tended to underestimate their height least and their weight most, so that, on average, women in this age group uniquely under-estimated BMI.
The differences between measured and self reported height and weight and estimated BMI were not significantly different between occupational social class groups (p = 0.23), education level groups (p = 0.34), housing tenure groups (p = 0.45), special diet groups (p = 0.36), cotinine thirds (p = 0.13) or PAR thirds (p = 0.17). The smoking habit, diabetes and MI variables were significant for some, but not all, of the differences in weight, height and BMI groups.

Significant differences between measured and self reported values occurred by smoking status for women (height) and men (weight and BMI). Smoking status was significant for height in women, weight in men and BMI in men. Among men, current smokers underestimated their weight less (p = 0.05), contributing to a greater over-estimation of BMI (p = 0.03), than ex- or never-smokers. Among women, current smokers underestimated their height more than ex- or never-smokers (p = 0.04). Although BMI did not significantly differ between smoking groups for women (p = 0.21), the results had the same rank order as for men. Mean (SD) differences in BMI (measured minus estimated) for men were −0.36 (1.45) for current smokers, −0.16 (1.29) for never-smokers and −0.01 (1.67) for ex-smokers. The corresponding values for women were −0.27 (1.31), −0.15 (1.37) and −0.06 (1.26).

Men with diabetes under-reported their weight more than those without (p = 0.09): mean (SD) differences (measured minus self-reported) were 1.9 (1.9) and 0.5 (3.7) for those with and without diabetes respectively. The differences for women, although not significant (p = 0.47), were fairly similar: 1.4 (3.1) and 0.9 (2.6) respectively.

Women with MI under-reported their height less (p = 0.04) and their weight more (p = 0.09) than those without. As a consequence, BMI was under-estimated in those women.

**KEY POINTS**
- The Scots uniquely under self report height as well as weight, which results in BMI estimates close to the true values.
- Estimates of obesity prevalence (BMI>30), based on self reported height and weight have high sensitivity and specificity for men (respectively 83% and 90%) and women (respectively 89% and 97%).
- Obesity prevalence may be successfully monitored in Scotland using self reported data on weight and height and the specifically developed prediction equations.
- The feasibility of developing equivalent equations in other populations is worth considering for cost effective monitoring of obesity prevalence.

Men with diabetes under-reported their weight more than those without (p = 0.09): mean (SD) differences (measured minus self-reported) were 1.9 (1.9) and 0.5 (3.7) for those with and without diabetes respectively. The differences for women, although not significant (p = 0.47), were fairly similar: 1.4 (3.1) and 0.9 (2.6) respectively.

Women with MI under-reported their height less (p = 0.04) and their weight more (p = 0.09) than those without. As a consequence, BMI was under-estimated in those women.

**Figure 1** Errors for self reporting of weight and height, and estimated body mass index (BMI, kg/m²) by true BMI group. BMI groups <25 desirable weight; 25–30 overweight; 30+ clinically obese. The difference between true (measured) and self reported weight and height was calculated as measured minus self report. The difference in BMI was calculated as the true BMI (from measured weight and height) minus the estimated BMI (from self reported weight and height). Hence a positive difference (>0) represents under-reporting relative to the true value, and a negative difference (<0) indicates over-reporting relative to the true value. Significant differences (ANOVA) occurred between the errors from self reporting by true BMI group for weight and BMI in both men and women (p<0.001 for all).
with MI whereas it was over-estimated in those without MI (p = 0.006). Although differences in the men were not significant, their estimates followed similar patterns to the women. For men BMI mean (SD) differences (measured minus self reported) were 0.13 (1.48) and −0.24 (1.47) for those with and without MI respectively. The corresponding results for women were 0.57 (1.44) and −0.21 (1.33).

The prediction equations for height and weight, (with standard error in square brackets), and the percentage of variance explained by the equation (r²), are given below for men and for women:

**HEIGHT**

*Men (r² 90%)*

\[
\text{Height} = 22.120 + 0.013(\text{self reported height}) - 0.0071(\text{age}) + 0.0217(\text{self reported weight})
\]

*Women (r² 88%)*

\[
\text{Height} = 18.684 + 0.012(\text{self reported height}) - 0.0042(\text{self reported weight}) + 0.0001(\text{self reported weight})
\]

**WEIGHT**

*Men (r² 93%)*

\[
\text{Weight} = 2.485 + 0.0786(\text{current smoker}) + 0.0093(\text{ex-smoker}) + 0.8759(\text{diabetic})
\]

*Women (r² 96%)*

\[
\text{Weight} = 1.0006 + 0.0066(\text{self reported weight})
\]

The equations may be used to predict “true” height and weight from self reported values. Consideration was given to how accurate they were in individuals and in groups. Figure 1 shows height, weight and BMI differences by measured (true) BMI group (using standard groupings†). In both sex groups, under-reporting of height decreased and under-reporting of weight increased as BMI increased. True BMI had a greater impact on the under-reporting of weight than on the under-reporting of height. As a consequence, BMI was over-estimated less in the middle BMI group (overweight) than in the lowest (desirable) group, and BMI became under-estimated in the highest (obese) group. Even after adjusting for the effect of all the prediction variables considered above, the differences in measured minus self reported height, weight and BMI varied with true BMI in a similar way, as shown in table 3. Table 4 shows the relation between true BMI and that estimated from self reported height and weight. Because, as seen already, the errors in self reports were small the vast majority of people were correctly classified according to standard BMI categories. For men the sensitivity and specificity for determining clinical obesity were 83% and 96% respectively; corresponding figures for women were 89% and 97%.

**Discussion**

This work sought to investigate whether eliciting self reported weight and height by questionnaire was a valid tool for determining the population prevalence of overweight and obesity in Scotland. The MONICA population sample was representative of the north of Glasgow area because a sex and five year age band stratified random sample of 25–64 year olds were recruited and the occupational social class structure was similar to the available census data. The response rate in this mobile population was a respectable (63%).

Errors in the measurement of true weight and height were minimised by the strict adherence to the standard operating procedures, and regular calibration of the weighing scales and stadiometre. The subjects completed the questionnaire on self reported weight and height before attending the clinic, and while their study literature included the information that they would be measured, weight and height were only two measurements in a battery of anthropometric and other assessments, including ECG recording and a blood sample, and hence were unlikely to be major foci of

---

**Table 3** Effect of measured (true) body mass index on the difference between measured and self reported height, weight and body mass index after allowing for age, smoking status, occupational social class, education level, housing tenure, myocardial infarct status, diabetes status, cotinine and physical activity ratio

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Difference</th>
<th>Men</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th>Women</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Slope (SEM)</td>
<td>p value</td>
<td>% explained</td>
<td></td>
<td>Slope (SEM)</td>
<td>p value</td>
<td>% explained</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Height*</td>
<td>-0.043 (0.026)</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>4.2% (3.7%)</td>
<td></td>
<td>-0.034 (0.017)</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>5.1% (4.5%)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weight*</td>
<td>0.199 (0.037)</td>
<td>&lt;0.0001</td>
<td>6.3% (1.7%)</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.103 (0.021)</td>
<td>&lt;0.0001</td>
<td>6.6% (2.8%)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Body mass index†</td>
<td>0.065 (0.015)</td>
<td>&lt;0.0001</td>
<td>5.6% (2.6%)</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.033 (0.010)</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>6.7% (5.0%)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Measured minus self report. †Value computed from measured height and weight and less value computed from self reported height and weight. ‡p value for body mass index, given all the other variables. § with body mass index included in the model, compared with that without (in parentheses).

**Table 4** Number (and percentage) classified into standard obesity groups (by body mass index) using self reported height and weight according to true* obesity status

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Status according to self reports</th>
<th>True status (kg/m²)</th>
<th>Men</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th>Women</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Men</td>
<td>251 (87)</td>
<td>37 (13)</td>
<td>1 (0)</td>
<td>289</td>
<td>375 (91)</td>
<td>37 (9)</td>
<td>0 (0)</td>
<td>412</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Women</td>
<td>0 (0)</td>
<td>26 (17)</td>
<td>131 (83)</td>
<td>157</td>
<td>1 (1)</td>
<td>17 (10)</td>
<td>145 (89)</td>
<td>163</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*As computed from measured height and weight.
The results of the under reporting of true weight and the strong influence of true BMI on the difference between true minus self report agree with most previous assessments of the accuracy of self reporting. The impact of age on the accuracy of self reported weight has been reported previously, but was minimal in the present population (p=0.04 for women and non-significant for men). Contributing reasons to the general under reporting of weight could be that people weigh themselves at home with few or no clothes on compared with fully clothed (apart from shoes and jackets) at clinic visits. Also weighing scales, even within hospitals and clinics are notoriously inaccurate: however, we have no evidence to suggest that a strong bias exists towards under estimation. An additional explanation for the under reporting of weight is the aspect of body image and the desire to be slim, which is particularly prevalent among women.

Interestingly, none of the three different measures of socioeconomic status (occupation, education level, housing tenure) seemed to significantly influence the accuracy of self reports, suggesting that previous reports of socioeconomic status influencing accuracy of self reporting in other populations either do not apply in this Scottish population or that these may have been attributable to inadequate adjustment for BMI, age or other factors.

Similarly, neither smoking habit based on cotinine levels, self reported adherence to a special diet nor level of physical activity appeared to influence the accuracy of self reported weight and height in this population. The lack of any effect of cotinine as distinct from self reported cigarette/tobacco use probably indicates that nicotine in itself does not influence recording ability or body perceptions, whereas, sensitivity/awareness of lower body weight in heavy smokers might have given rise to the lower level of under reporting found in men who smoked. Either low self esteem, or simply lack of interest, might conceivably have contributed to the greater under reporting of height in women who smoked compared with those who did not.

The general finding of under reporting of true height in both men and women in all age groups was surprising, because all similar published studies reported varying levels of over estimation of height in their populations. There appears no obvious basis to suggest that these data are false. Conceivable reasons for this unexpected under reporting of height may be that the population concerned have a knowledge of their height from a time before they were fully grown, or that there exists a general lack of concern or disregard for height as an issue: neither men nor women feel the need to be tall as it carries no social or economic stigma or benefit. Alternatively it could be a manifestation of a different psyche or outlook on life compared with other nationalities or alternatively of low self esteem. Under-reporting of height was least in the older age group, a finding that might have been influenced by actual loss of height with aging. Interestingly, although the results are discordant, this same explanation could have contributed to the increasing over-reporting of height with age in a Swedish population.

The previous studies that found under-reported weight and over-reported height have led to a number of articles decreeing the use of self reported measures of obesity prevalence because of the chronic under reporting that occurs, and particularly the bias in the elderly and those with a higher BMI. Roberts reported underestimation of obesity prevalence in men of 4.5% and 6.7% in women. Although in the current study population, under-reporting of weight was directly associated with obesity, the unique under recording of both weight and height meant that the net effect on estimated BMI was negligible (in fact average BMI was slightly over estimated). The specificity of 96–97% for detecting obesity was equivalent to other studies, while the sensitivity was far higher at 83% for men and 89% for women compared with 74% in the USA, 57% in Spain and 75% in Sweden. This high sensitivity and specificity for determining obesity, in both men and women, suggests that eliciting self reported weight and height by postal questionnaire does seem a viable method for determining obesity prevalence in this population. However, it would not be suitable for obesity assessment of an individual in a clinical setting.

The prediction equations derived from these data clearly need testing in other Scottish populations. If such testing proves satisfactory, this would confirm the uniqueness of the Scots for being “self deprecating” about their height, as well as “optimistic” about their weight. If this is indeed the case then regular assessment of obesity trends in Scotland by self reporting of weight and height would be a very cost effective way of monitoring health trends towards “The Health of the Nation” and Scottish health targets. Other countries may wish to consider the feasibility of developing and testing similar calibration equations for the population monitoring of obesity prevalence.
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